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Summary
- Metricell, global providers of software and services to the mobile industry, will work with 
Brazilian operator, Nextel, to crowdsource network experience information directly from the 
operator's  "MyNextel" mobile app. 

-- The anonymous user experience data collected by over 1,000,000 app users will be 
integrated alongside a wealth of network data already available to Nextel to help enrich their 
understanding of how effectively their customers are served by the network and plan tuning 
and rollout strategies accordingly. 

- This correlated information will be viewable via Metricell's web-based SmartTools 
visualisation software which presents the experience information within views such as popular 
app performance to help place subscriber experience within a network context. 

Main Body 
LLondon, May 3rd 2019 - Specialist providers of network intelligence solutions to the mobile 
industry, Metricell, have completed a new project with Brazilian network operator, Nextel, to 
enhance their "MyNextel" account management application with new crowdsourcing 
functionality. This lightweight and invisible addition to the application now means that over a 
million app users can help Nextel gain greater insight into network performance across Brazil 
through the collection of anonymous usage and performance data uploaded directly from the 
customer's devices.  

MMetricell's experience with the integration of operator data into a centralised platform will 
allow Nextel to compare and contrast this new stream of experience information with a wide 
range of existing data sources present within their business. Leveraging the latest Big Data 
technologies, this approach to crowdsourcing can capture millions of data points per day and 
provide real-time insight and analysis for experience across Brazil and beyond.  
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"We're proud and excited to be working with Nextel Brazil on such an ambitious project. 
Our solutions are proven to help operators gain an edge in highly competitive markets 
and empower their networks in-line with the continual improvement of subscriber 
experience. This type of deployment marks a first for Metricell within South America and 
we look forward to assisting Nextel achieve a subscriber-centric and highly detailed view 
of network experience across their territory." Marc Penesso - Metricell Americas Manager. 

TTo maximise the business value of this new data, Nextel will use Metricell's web-based Smart-
Tools visualisation software which presents the experience information within views such as 
popular app performance to help place subscriber experience within a network context. This 
allows a variety of departments, from engineers to customer care teams, see localised and 
subscriber-centric information on performance across their territory such as areas of no ser-
vice, low throughput zones, locations with low signal strength, demographics of high Wi-Fi use, 
and more. These capabilities will assist Nextel in their mission to provide an ever-increasing 
level of service quality for their  customers through the identification of key priorities for net-
work investment and optimisation.  

About Nextel 
With national With national coverage for voice and data and a 4G offering in the two main markets - São 
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro - Nextel continuously invests in innovation and technology that 
guarantee the country's most modern and robust mobile telephone network. Present in Brazil 
since 1997, the operator has more than 3.5 million customers with access to an extensive 
portfolio of plans and services. 

About Metricell 
HHeadquartered in the UK, Metricell is a leading geospatial intelligence business that assists 
mobile operators around the world in answering key questions about their service quality, cus-
tomer experience, support operations and operational capabilities. Metricell is committed to 
meeting the rapid and wide-ranging intelligence needs of wireless network operators to help 
them further advance the commercial performance of their organizations. 


